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                        Korona Coin. 
 Crown Your Life.

                        
                            Developing the most reliable bias free, decentralized marketplace based on the revolutionary Lightning Network technology. Be always in control with the Korona Coin.
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            how to participate in the korona coin ico?

            
                
                    
                        Step-by-step guide (Using the Korona Wallet App)
                    

                    
                        
                             Step 1.

                            Download the Korona Coin Wallet Desktop Application (Available for Windows and MAC OS)

                        

                    

                    
                        
                             Step 2.

                            Create a new wallet in the Korona Desktop Application with only a few clicks (click here for the step-by-step guide)

                        

                    

                    
                        
                             Step 3.

                            Complete the KYC registration (by specifying your newly created Korona Wallet address)

                        

                    

                    
                        
                             Step 4.

                            Transfer some Ethereum to your newly created Korona Wallet address

                        

                    

                    
                        
                             Step 5.

                            Purchase Korona Coins by pressing the "Buy KORONA" button in the Korona Wallet App

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            features

            
                
                    In the current blockchain payment systems mainly investors can benefit. Transactions bring real values only
                    above a certain amount of tokens. Instant payments can not be effected, fast transactions are expensive. Due to technology
                    limits Bitcoin cannot support the daily activities of ordinary users and businesses, also Ethereum’s efficiency is limited. Despite technological limitations, a large number of people use bitcoins on a regular basis, and they favour bitcoin trading because of the high profits. Buying Bitcoin is becoming easier day by day, and the trustworthiness of exchanges and wallets is increasing. Bitcoins can even be bought with Paypal, Debit and credit cards. Check out how to buy bitcoin with credit card in a much secure way. Wallets hold bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies, making wallet selection even more important. This site https://kryptoszene.de/bitcoin-wallet-vergleich/ contains a comparison list of several bitcoin wallets.
                    Both the number of cryptowallet-users and the crypto-to-crpto transaction portion will grow fast if and when the ordinary citizens
                    and businesses will gain confidence and also they will find their benefits in using cryptobased payments and services. 
 In the
                    newly established CRYPTO ECONOMY 2.0, we believe that, for immediate impact, the focus is partly on new technology, and partly
                    also on new commercial platforms and a complete blockchain business model that make the most use of the cryptocurrency, our newly
                    estblished Korona Coin.
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        Reward System

                        Earn Korona Coins by sharing your personal referral link.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Mobile Wallet

                        Access your Korona Wallet anytime, anywhere with our mobile application.

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        Business Wallet

                        Providing transparency for government entities about your business.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Korona API

                        The Korona API specifically developed for seamless and secure payment integration.

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        Korona Cryptobank

                        Certified support for the commercial activities of registered businesses.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Marketing Support

                        Marketing program for companies and vendors that accept Korona payments.

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        Fiat Guarantee

                        A solution for merchants to receive fiat currency without a third party.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Korona Ecosystem

                        Designed to support contactless mobile payments in various physical shops.

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        Instant Pay

                        Forget about long transaction times thanks to the Raiden Network technology.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Marketplace

                        Purchase products and services listed on our Marketplace with Korona Coins.

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                        Personal Storefront

                        Create your personalized storefront within the Korona Marketplace.

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Volatility Tempering

                        
                            Our volatility tempering mechanism will reduce short-term volatility of the market.
                        

                    

                

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                Korona Coin in the Media
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                        Head of Management
                        The Korona Coin ICO process
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                        Chief Technology Officer
                        Korona for real purchases

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        Dr. Trinh Anh Tuan

                        Advisor of Korona Development Team
                        The Korona Ecosystem and its benefits
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                        Head of Management
                        The impact of the Korona Ecosystem
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                        Chief Technology Officer
                        Korona for real purchases, during the ICO?
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                We are proud to present our Korona Development Team members

                “The future belongs to those who see possibilities before they become obvious” -John Sculley-

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Jean-Marc Stiegemeier

                        Head of Management

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            A Wall Street executive who, led ten companies in global diversified
                            industries. Mr Stiegemeier also an inventor was employed as an engineer by NASA for the Apollo 11 misson.
                            Jean has served as the CEO of ten companies, operating in global diversified industries.
                            He has led the acquisition of five, the founding of four and the sale of eight companies.
                            Four of those companies were sold to Fortune 500 firms.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Attila Bustya

                        Chief Technology Officer

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Attila is the co-founder of Spider Drone Security, a UAV development and manufacturing company
                            that currently holds the world record for the longest duration RC multicopter flight. Due to his success
                            the company was listed in Google’s New Europe 100 innovators list. He is also
                            currently the Chief Technology Officer of Swiss Message Bank, a Switzerland based technology IT
                            company.
                        

                    

                

                

                
                    
                    
                        Gábor Hajdu

                        Legal Expert

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Gábor finished the Law University in Bucharest in 1999. He was practicing as a lawyer in
                            Harghita Bar Association for 12 years, during which period he gained valuable experience in
                            trial preparation, defending court cases in civil and penal cases and also in contract negotiations
                            while assisting as an outside counsel for large companies and businesses.
                            In 2012, Gábor went into business consultancy, orchestrating several large investments.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Róbert Balázs

                        Head of Market Development

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Robert has worked in the past with the team on many different projects.
                            Since 2016 he has been Commercial Territory Manager, being responsible for a wide range of
                            cloud applications within ERP and HCM pillar. He supports companies to overcome traditional
                            on-premises limitations with cloud applications, while offering companies solutions for quality
                            improvements and increased visibility for their business.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Felicia Flóra Kovács

                        Head of Communication

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Felicia is one of the first truly succesful private entrepreneur woman in Hungary who started her own business
                            at the age of 23, establishing her own creative film production company Argus Productions in 1993 and
                            has been running it since.
                            In the last 25 years her career traveled through all fields of both the local and international advertising
                            industry including all major global clients from McDonalds through Coca Cola to Samsung and many
                            more.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Roxana Ionescu

                        Program Coordinator

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Roxana started working with this team years ago, when they developed projects in the green energy, consumer goods
                            and most recently in the UAV industry.
                            Prior to these she was a high level real-estate expert. Roxana speaks fluently seven languages,
                            Hungarian, Romanian, English, Spanish, French, German, Italian.
                            She is characterized by a strong character, assertive and strong-willed, team player, goal-oriented, and last but not
                            least by her excellent sense of humor.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Zsolt Kolumbán

                        Head of Sofware Development

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Zsolt has been running succesfully his developer team and has been involved in several large scale software
                            development projects for more than 15 years. His team focused mainly on the online gaming sector that included
                            an online poker platform, through which he successfully integrated a proprietary payment system with millions
                            of succesful real money transactions. Their platform was used sucessfully in the past by many publicly traded
                            gaming companies.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        László Simon

                        Financial Consultant

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Laszlo led numerous international project network developments with great success within the European Union.
                            He used to work together with German and Czech Republic based consultancies
                            where he helped mainly to develop large scale projects like hydropower plants, new SME seclement, workflow and
                            CRM System for SME’s and partly in preparing market and business analyses for companies entering the central
                            European markets.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Dr. Trinh Anh Tuan

                        Adviser on Blockchain Technology

                        	
                                
                                    
                                
                            
	
                                
                                    
                                
                            


                        
                            Tuan Trinh received his Ph.D. (cum laude) in Computer Science from the Budapest University of Technology and
                            Economics (BME) in 2005. 

He is an MIT certified FinTech professional.
                            



                        

                    

                

                

            

        

    
    
        

        
            
                Partners & Services

                
                    We have aleady teamed up with the following innovative compa`nies that have accepted the Korona Coin as a
                    payment solution and to provide an early start to the marketplace while increasing overall value.
                    

                    We are currently in the final stages of negotiations with numerous other businesses, worldwide.
                    They will be added to this list as soon as we have their agreement.
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Magyar Kosár

                            Online Marketplace Providing High Quality Groceries

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    The creation of the Magyar Kosár (Hungarian Basket) is the tool, within the current globalized world, that creates
                                    the vision about a Hungary where the fate of the local economy is again dependent on the Hungarian people. Our goal is, among other things, to create a new,
                                    consciously thinking and active community that chooses the products and services of Hungarian producers and manufacturers
                                    against other alternatives.
                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Premium Petshop

                            High Quality Pet Supplies

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    As pet owners, the welfare of your four-legged friends is very important to us.
                                    Therefore, in our extensive range, we offer only products from reputable and trusted manufacturers,
                                    which we can fully recommend. We specialize in high quality organic pet food that is free of pesticides,
                                    flavor enhancers and unnecessary preservatives. Exclusive brands have been known for years for flawless and
                                    high-quality products and guarantee first-class organic quality.
                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Ital Pincér

                            Online Spirits & Liqeur Marketplace

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    Ital Pincér - where your drinks come to your doorstep. 

                                    

                                    Our webshop consists of more than 900 high quality products, which we can deliver to your doorstep even within 30 minutes
                                    with the help of our professional team of couriers and dispatchers.
                                    

  


                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Berugok.hu

                            Online Spirits & Liqeur Marketplace

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    Berugok.hu is one of the most beloved Spirits & Liqeur Marketplace in Hungary.
                                    They employed their first courier one and a half years after the founding the company in 2010,
                                    and they delivered the drinks themselves. They started with 400,000 forints worth of goods,
                                    which has now climbed to well over 7 million. Among more than 600 products offered, the most popular drinks
                                    are high quality whiskeys, vodka and beer. Beverages are purchased at wholesale prices from manufacturers,
                                    importers and domestic wine growers.
                                    

                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Csíki Sör

                            Brewery

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    We use only traditional brewing technology in our manufactory.
                                    Our modern brewery was custom made for us by Hungarian specialists, who strictly followed the traditional
                                    methods and simultaneously elevating the processes to conform to the high technology standards.
                                    In addition to old-fashioned brewing processes, we ensure a clean environment, the right temperature,
                                    while strictly preserving natural aging processes without any artificial interventions.
                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Visual Europe Group

                            High Quality Media Producer

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    Visual Europe is a multi award-winning provider of creative video solutions for Concert Touring,
                                    Theatre & The Arts, Indoor/Outdoor Events, and Television.
                                    We guarantee the creativity and full technical support to put together cutting-edge
                                    video solutions for some of the most innovative and aesthetically daring shows in the World!
                                    From consultation at the design stage, through recommendation and specification of the best technology to use,
                                    through to delivery on-site our team's expertise is there to help you deliver events.
                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Barber Shave & Cut

                            Quality Barber Services

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    Classic Barber Services in a Modern Environment - precise hair and beard cutting,
                                    hot towel shaving, quality material usage. Our barbers have outstanding knowledge and
                                    many years of professional experience. You will surely find the best hair and beard fitting for your style.
                                    What we provide: exclusive experience with perfect end result.
                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Tiszta Víz Üzletház

                            Clean Water for our Homes

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    
 
 

                                    A leading provider of water filtration technologies and various premium drinking water supplies.
                                    
 
 
 

                                
                            


                        
                            Visit Website
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Probuild

                            What the Hall!

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            
                        

                        	
                                
                                    We are an innovative and dynamic international company with a huge range of steel hangar solutions.
                                    Our hangars are made from cold rolled galvanised steel what means  environmental savings, fast assembly
                                    and a maintenance free execution. If you have spatial problems, we will be glad to help you!
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                Frequently asked questions

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    What is the Korona Ecosystem? 
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    The Korona Ecosystem is a complete functioning network of various applications and features to support private and business users in using the benefits of blockchain payment solutions. The Ecosystem’s main components:
                                    •	Implementing a brand new digital payment technology

                                    •	E-commerce payments

                                    •	Wise product and market selection

                                    •	Korona payments in shops

                                    •	Exchange

                                    •	Integrated service packages

                                    •	Businesses wallets

                                    •	Integrated marketing support
                                    
•	Short term volatility tempering

                                    •	Price reductions for users

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What is Korona Coin?
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    Korona Token is a utility token that enables frictionless transactions of a wide range, while it functions also as
                                    a medium of exchange and a store of value. Korona will be able to used to purchase goods and services within the
                                    Korona Ecosystem.
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Why would Korona transactions be faster and cheaper?
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    For Korona token transactions Lightning technology solution will be used
                                    which shall be faster and cheaper then ordinary blockchain transfers.
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        When can I start using my Korona tokens for purchasing goods and services?
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    We are testing a solution to enable the token usage already during ICO process.
                                    You will be already able to purchase some goods in three EU Member States.
                                    Naturally, with an intensive market build up this list will be later significantly extended.
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Which entity issues Korona Coins?
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    Korona Coin tokens will be issued by
                                    a not-for-profit foundation under the laws of Switzerland. Korona is subject to audit under Swiss regulations.
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        When is the Korona Coin ICO taking place?
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    The Korona Coin ICO start is scheduled for 26th March 2018.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                    

                

            

            
                Have More Questions?
                Keep Reading
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                            dec
                        

                        
                            ICO Help: Here’s How to Create your Ethereum Wallet

                            By: FAST INVEST
                            
                                We are creating a alternative to your daily banking habits. Fresh investing experience, blockchain banking services for crypto currency for the better living.
                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            16
                            sept
                        

                        
                            On-chain or Off-chain?

                            By: C. Brown
                            
                                This question will be at the core of future software engineering. Just a few days ago the Raiden Network blessed us with the developer preview for their state channel implementation.
                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            15
                            sept
                        

                        
                            Understanding ERC-20 token contracts

                            By: Jim McDonald
                            
                                Earlier this week the ERC-20 token interface became a formal improvement proposal, freezing the definition.
                                This article takes a look at tokens and explains the features and functions of ERC-20.
                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            29
                            jun
                        

                        
                            WTF is The Blockchain?

                            By: Mohit Mamoria
                            
                                The ultimate 3500-word guide in plain English to understand Blockchain.
                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            19
                            sept
                        

                        
                            ICO 101: how to participate in an ICO made with Ethereum

                            By: Anton Telitsyn
                            
                                There’s a lot of hype around cryptocurrencies and ICOs as it continues to grow exponentially every day, even experts couldn’t predict where it is today.
                                Quite a few of them seem attractive, but imagine I didn’t know anything about cryptocurrency...
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                            okt
                        

                        
                            How to mine Ethereum in 5 min

                            By: Assaf Elovic
                            
                                Surprisingly, all you need is an AWS EC2 instance to start mining Ethereum.
                            

                        

                    
                

            

            
                
                Follow us on Medium
            

        

    
    
        
            
                Get inside knowledge on the ICO.

                We only send the most important updates regarding our product development milestones and the ICO.

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                        
                    

                    
                        You have subscribed successfully

                        An error occured while trying to subscribe. Please try again.
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